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JE s Attendant care and housing/ as far as I am concerned sr-^e the "two

basic services for handicapped people, without those you have got a lot

of problems, so if you could tell me a little about how those two

s e r v ices ope r ate

Housing is pretty much done by linkages that we have established with

the housing industry. What has happened is that over a period of time

we have developed '^.uite a bit of credibility with corporations that

deve Iop hous ing , state bjhd f edera I agencies, u.«h ich are msndated to

provide housing for low and moderate income people, which includes a

certai n percentage of housirig for peop le w ith d isabi Iit ies« Pub lie

housing authorities which provide public housing, a percentage of that

also has to be allocated for the use of disabled persons.r and mentally

disabled persons as well. So by forming these relationships and

building some credibility with the people who actually do the housing

•development and the tenant selections, we have been able to place a.

number of people in housing- The outstanding single reason why we

have been successfu I in doing that is because the housing peop Ie

strongly feel that they ane not we 11 equipped to deal with particular

problems that might arise pertaining to people that have a physical or

^-^ mental disability, so they have arrived at the logical conclusion that
they need.r if they are going to be mandated by federal law to provide

housing for these individuals, they have to have some backup.r some

resources in the community who can assist them in analysing and

reaching an equitable solution to those problems and as a major agency

in the city of Boston for people with disabi lities.r a lot of them seem

to have identified us as that resource• So it works out '^^vy
nicely.r even though it is a closed circle^ somebody develops some

housing sndl they -identify a management firm to do tenant selection,, the

management firm calls us and says we have just constructed 188 units of

housing^. 18 of them we want to have occupied by physically disabled

persons/• can you help us in our tenant selection process.. So we have

the entree from the ground floor« A major piece of philosophy that

may provide a bit of a problem for how other areas may approach this is

that the definition of independence is the maximum freedom of choice
comes from a community base... not from an institutional structured base...

so even along with our programmes, the goal is to move a person into
his own living environments where they have got all the care and

responsibi lity.r self directed by the individual* What comes after

that is really to a large measure is really dependent on the choices
made by that individual, whether it is work or education, or some kind
of activity, or no activity at all, which is too often the choice, but
that is the way the system works, that means a type of on your own type
s ituat ion„

JEs In housing there is the problem of having to accept what is
avai lab le

Problems really come more in the rural and suburban areasa Somebody
for some reason came up with a selection where they wanted to live in a

rural or suburban setting, what we find is that the house market is

much tighter, for reason of cost, pr-op^er"ty taxes, and also the fact

that most suburban communities have exercised K^&ry tight control over

the number of subsidised units allowed, so by and large the vast

majority of subsidised units are produced in urban areasa Boston has

the most housing produced of anybodya So to this point we really have

not had a housing problem, we have always been able within a reasonable

amount of time to identify the housing allocation for individuals that

wanted to live independently

JE,s Is it all subsidised housing, or do private landlords contact you

We have had that happen, it is not a common situation* The cost of

living independently is such that there are very few people «.uho come to
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us , who need our serv ices , who h a.1 .*e the f inBr\c ia I wherew ithall to pay
$688 $788 or $888 a month in rent« Because of that I would say 95K of

the cases, they really do need a unit with a subsidy.

JE s How many clients have you serviced «.uith housing

We have identified over 388 apartment units and we have directly used

about 158 of those units, in other words people have come to us and

said I need an apartment, I would say about 158 over the last 3 years,

during that time «.ue have identified a number of other apartments that

«.ue have not been able to use, but passed on to other agencies

JE s I suppose Voc Rehab use some

They have some, Mass. Commission for the Blind, they come to us too,

one or two tracki units, Dept. of Public Welfare, Dept of Mental Health

uses oiuite a few units too. So we try to share

JE s Homj much have things changed since the BCIL Report of 76. Is it
still based on three stages, the transitional, the cluster, and then

v*/ the total IL

Ves and no. I think there have been some significant changes. When
I started as director in 78, u.«e were serving 35 individuals and we had
a staff of three full time people, 5 or 6 part time people. Now we
BJt^^e serving 368 people, three Bndi a half years later, and u.*e have a
staff of over 68, Bndi about half of those are full time and about half

sre part time. so there has been a tremendous growth and I think
probably the most significant point of departure is that u.«e have begun
to serve people who are more severely disabled. In the report that

you read reference is made to people who had suffered a recent

traumatic injury, most often what that means is that they had broken
their neck, spinal cord. Another thing that you read was that by and
large the population was young, in their 26s. The fourth premise iuas
that, because of the nature of the injury and the rehabi Iitation
process, it was felt that some kind of transitional phase was needed
for people to accommodate their injury, and also to rethink through
their own lifestyle. By and large what has changed is that most
people who come to us now u.«ho have a spinal cord injury do not need a
nine month transitional programme. The rehab process has advanced to
the point where people can come to us i.uho have lived independently
before, they know a lot of the things that we would transmit to them.

So by and large, unless there is really some serious problems of
confidence or a person has not been exposed to sny formal education,or
needs some intensive training in financial management or something
else, spinal cord injured people would not have to go through a nine
month programmes, so why put them to that test. The people who are
present ly app lying for and receivin*"s transit iona I services are reaIly
mu 11ip ly di ssh led, congenitaI d isorders, brain inj ured, peop le who
really have n^K^r lived independently, from state institutions,
hospitals, these &re the people we feel best match up with a structured
training programme, intended to impart skills and confidence needed to
live independently. So the population to be served has really changed
in character somewhat, we still serve the spinal cord injured
population, but as far as the structured transition programme is
concerned, no. The second change is that we found that because of
regulations which were in place, people who were designated as living
in a cluster situation were actually being penalised, because of the
resources that were being made available to them to live independently,
because the premise of cost of living was that it could be shared

facilities, shared attendant care, shared transportation etc. Bs a
result, the way the state and federal government worked was that they
offered less money because of this co-operative economics. I guess at
some point «.ue arrived at the conclusion that that was basically not
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fair, if anything people should be given a premium for agreeing to
co-operate at this sophisticated level, sharing PCRs and all that.
Well, neither side would really budge on that issue, so we dropped the
designation, so we no longer have that. However, as you might have
discovered, most of the housing that is made available to us is made
available in clusters. fill these developments that are sponsored by

the federal and state government are together, they are bui Iding units

of housing in one bui Iding, apartment bui Idings, and for that reason
usually we find that we are continuing to place people in clusters, we

are continuing to give people a cluster philosophy, in terms of "look,

it is good for you to know each other, it is good for you to know what
resources each other has, because in a crisis you ought to have a buddy

down the hall, who you can call, who might be able to help you out."

So philosophically I think the thing still works, but as far as being

an identifiable programme in the BCIL, it is not there. Community

living is still the cornerstone of>BCIL Bnd that is the goal for

everyone. Now we b^b beginning to think more in terms of the Berkeley

model, that perhaps community living itself should not be the sole end

goals, that perhaps BCIL should cons icier other ancilliary types of

services or programmes «...

w' «»« disabled peop le have a history of wanting „.««»».« ....... and, on
the one hand we are saying to this population, if we can get you out

there, we can get you ...... on the other hand we are beginning to

recognise that they are unequal partners, because there has not been

proper attention given to what Gerben de Jong would call productive

activities. So I think that eventually u.«e Br-B going to see agencies

such as ours begin to offer those services on a voluntary basis

JE« In what areas do you see that happening

Employment, I think. 7BK of the population is now living

independently in the community, basically not doing very much. They
have reached that plateau, but there is no movement from there. We

don't know all the reasons why. In terms of 168 people who are

spending the majority of their lives in their apartments or in l.^ry
limited activities, I could not, neither could Bny of my staff tell you

why that has happened, but I have got a pretty good feeling that the
reason it is happening is because first of all managing one's lifestyle
when one is a quadrap legic is difficult enough in itself.
It requires a lot of time Bnd attention. Number 2 is that nobody is
providing Bny impetus, nobody is providing Bny spark, nobody is
providing Bny incentive for people to look at themselves in terms of

productive activities. I think that should happen, so I think that is
something we should foe getting into. Another thing I should mention
is that when somebody comes into Boston, we don't take the approach
that they have to live in the city, but we do point out the relative
advantages of living in the city as opposed to living in another, ie,
suburban or rural setting, and we have come to believe, rightly or

wrongly, that there BrB tremendous advantages for our clients, for the
members of Boston centre, to live in or immediate to the city of

Boston, tremendous avai lafoi lity Bndi quality of the medical services

that bjtb available, for an example, is Bn advantage. The fact that
there is a. subsidised transportation programme is Bn advantage, the

fact that there is a strong lobby for accessibility in the city is Bn
advantage, the fact that people can more easily band together Bnd lobby

ontheir own behalf is Bn advantage. Fill of those things seem to me

argue K^Bny well for the urban selection b^ opposed to the other

JEs What other services do you provide

We provide IL skills training. Individuals will come in Bnd they will
want to live independently but they have never managed their own

attendant care before. So, if a person has the basic capabi lity of

living independently in the community, in other words there Br-B no
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BppBr-Bn-t critical flaws, then what we would do is provide IL skills

training to train the individuals to hire, train Bnd manage their own

attendants. For example, training the individual how to respond to Bn
emergency, not so much what is wrong with them, hou.» to get in touch

wi th the po lice, how the emergency system works, that is Bnother thi ng.

HDL in terms of *.ue will go to the person's apartment Bnd try to assist

them in planning their activities of daily living so there is a

minimum of discomfort, Bnd also so there is some plan to introduce

additional adaptations, which may make their life more manageable

w it h in t h at p Bnt ic u IBn e n v ir o n m e n t» Fi Is o b e c aus e o n e o f t h e p r o ta 1e m s

of living in the urban centre is that there is a plethora of resources

avai lable, we have a number of skill sessions that we provide just to

help people become acquainted with the community as best possible,

transportation, finances, social skills, we have a social club and we

hold activities there. Some of the housing, in terms of tenant-

management problems should they occur, those kinds of areas. Much of

that training is provided at the community level, «.ue don't put anybody

in a programme. What will hBjppen is that when a person is

evaluatedfor the PCfl service, we have to do that because of Medicaid

requirements, we will also have an in depth interview with one of our

\m*s pBBr- counsellors, and at that time there is Bn effort made to identify
bx~-bb& where the person may nBBd advice or assistance. The counselling

sessions, the skill sessions as u.«e call them, can be scheduled in,

there is a little work plan drawn up. We also do a great amount of

advocacy, it is becoming a grouting component of the Boston Centre.

Brought on mostly I think by the fact that there are some critical

times in the budget pr-BSBn-tBd by the new administration, Bnd a lot of

programmes throughout the country felt the need to really share
in f o r matio n u.« it h e ach o t h e r , b e g in t o g e t in f o r m at io n t o t h e c o n g r e s s

so hopefully decisions would be weighted on their behalf, which it-

turns out at this point anyway, they were. It WB& a lot of lobbying

that went into that, lobbying in terms of getting information to the

membership, lobbying in terms of asking the membership to contact their

congressmen, that kind of thing. Then, of course, Boston is the

capital of Mass., which provides another arena for lobbying, that is

finding areas which are critical to IL, which are not being met by the

federal programmes, by the state programmes, Bnd trying to get some

legislative solution to the state legislature, that also goes on.

Then there is a third kind of advocacy ».ue have had from the beginning,

^-^ but now I think u.«e Br-B trying to change to a. more sophisticated level,
and that is what we call self advocacy, which is really problem

solving. What it is is trying to work with a member of the Boston

Centre to provide them with the tools and techniques needed to be a^*.

assertive as possible in terms of solving Bny ^i^Bn problem, a housing

problem, or a problem of Voc Rehab, or a medical problem, whatever.

The gimic is to try to give Bny individual the resources Bnd the

confidence they need to solve their own problems. Not to have a manual

type force coming from BCIL to make everything in the world right.

What I mean by more sophisticated level is what we BrB trying to do now

is organ ise groups of d iSBh led indi v iduaIs around the ir pant icu lar

neighbourhood environment, whether that be Bn apartment bui Iding, or a

section of the city of Boston, or the particular living situation they

might have outside the city. We are trying to get groups of disabled

individuals to articulate their common needs, whether they be

transportation, or housing,or employment, problem they are having M.iith

the management of the housing project, whatever those problems might

be. The change in our approach *ssi 11 be that, once those problems BnB
identified by the groups, we will ask those groups to design the

solution, but u.*e will provide the staff assistance necessary to help

implement that solution, but the group will be responsible. It is

going to.-take a yBBn or two, it is not something that is going to

hBjppBn overnight, but usin^ that approach what we hope to do is build a

community based strength into the membership, one that is not centred

in BCIL, one that the membership does not see b^> being dependent on how
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BCIL is able to react, but rather one that sees the membership grouping

in terms of its own confidence and ability to address problems. The

idea behind it is really to give the membership a sense of

responsibility in terms of running BCIL Bnd in terms of being able to
act politically, in terms of what is important to them

JEs Advocacy seems to be important in all CILs. Is there living

accommodation attached to this

This is just the administrative office of BCIL, there are people who

live in this neighbourhood, which we call Back Bay. The only housing

that is connected with BCIL, we have four transitional programmes, and

we BnB responsible for the housing for those four programmes. Fill

together those programmes include 38- people, outside of that everybody

else is responsible for their own housing

-JE . What about attendants

Mass. is kind of in a favoured position, it works a lot like

California, with one important distinction. Mass. is one of six or

^w^ sB*-JBn states who applied for and received permission to run a care
attendant programme under existing federal programmes. This is what

we call the state option. Mass. exercised the option of PCfis, under

the Medicaid programme the federal government agrees to participate by

PB.yin^ 5i?'i of the cost of the PCR programme, Bnd the state pays the

other 497-S. So basically, the way the programme works is that, because

it is a m e d ic a I s e r v ic e u n d e r M e d ic a id , w e Bne r e «iuir e d t o e v a 1u ate

individuals such a«: yourself for the PCR programme, using such criteria

as the Medicaid agency in Mass. might prescribe. ^/Bry simple

criteria. The evaluation must be conducted by a nurse Bnd Bn OT,

which gives it the medical flavour, which in turn makes it eligible for

the Medicaid reimbursement. The evaluation must be signed by your

physician, because that is the only way a medical service can be

ordered Bxid paid for. We don't like it, but it is the only way we can

do it. Then that evaluation goes to Medicaid, they approve it Bnd you

BnB then eligible to receive the amount of PCR hours for which you BnB
evaluated, from that point you BnB really in charge, you hire your

attendant, train your attendant, use your attendant as you best see

fit. Every four weeks, you send us a bill for personal care expenses

\^ that you have incurred Bnd we put that together with all the other
bi lis that PCR users send us, we send them on to the state, and about

four or five weeks later we receive a cheque for all those services Bnd

we reimburse you for the sBr^icBS that theoretically you have already

Paid for,this is a reimbursement to you for services aiready provided»

It does not work out ^JBry well, it really gives people a lot of

hardship, because they BnB required really to come up with two months

expenses for their PCR, that is if they want to have a good working

relationship. More often than not that means somewhere between $1688

Bnd $2009 has to be put in the kitty to make the service work the way

it should. Before you see Bny reimbursement. One of our priorities

for the last few years, and one which the membership has really

advocated i^Bny strongly, is to change that payment system so that when

you were in fact designated as eligible for the PCR service, we wou Id

be able to pay you immediately the service had been provided. Hire Bn

attendant, the attendant works for you for two weeks, then you call

us, send us a little time sheet or whatever, we would be able to pay

you immediately, so you would not have that cash flow problem. The

«.May the system works now is not adeg.ua.te, we BnB trying to change it.

There is also another programme

•JE s What does one pay Bn attendant for Bn hour

Right now the rate is $4.25 Bn hour. In comparison to other states

which have Bn attendant care programme «.ue probably should be $5.88 Bn
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hour. Things work differently here in Mass. and it has taken us a
little while to establish Bn eg.uitable rate for PCRs

JEs It is *3«75 in California

It is $5.88 in Maine, and I think it is $5.00 in Rhode Island, and

another state that I talked to recently is $5.00, Texas Ithink. That

seems to be the more accepted figure. Last yBBn it was $3.58. There

is also another programme which I think is really worthy of mention

because it is funded 188ft by the state, with no federal involvement at

all. That is, if Bn individual receives PCR services as part of their
Voc Rehab plan, in other words, they Br-B in a job, or they BnB in a job

training, or they BnB in Bn educational situation which is going to
lead to a job, then they leave the medical programme, Bnd they go with

the Mass. Rehab Commission's PCR programme, that programme is funded

188% by the state.

This means the money comes a little quicker., One of the barriers to

IL, which I found when I came here in 78, was a lot of people were

afr ai d to Ieave their med ica1 coverage to go into a work situation.

So part of the state PCR programme we have also a state medicaid

\~J programme, which continues the medicaid coverage after a person has
gone to the MRC PCR programme. So that barrier, that disincentive,

ha.s been broken down. We now have 35 people in that programme Bnd
what I would like to see is the number of medicaid people decrease Bnd

the number of Mass Rehab people, people who BnB in some productive

activity, increase. That is really what we BnB after, when we talk

about emp loyabi lity and productivity, that is what u.*e mean. We would

like to see more people in that situation, using the MRC programme, and

fewer on the medicaid

•JE n Do you have Bn attendant nB^BnnB. I system

Ves u.«e do. We have Bn attendant pool here. We advertise, mostly in

schools Bnd universities. We get g.uite a. number of people who come in

and they BnB interviewed, Bnd they present their credentials Bnd there

is some follow up to be sure they are not «....« Bnd if they meet that

test. Usually what we try to do is find them assignment work, if
somebody needs Bn attendant just for a couple of days because their

attendant has gone home, kind of a test situation, and we send them out

to work with one of the members of BCIL, then the member will call, say
he did a good job, or did not do a good job. If they were good, then
we put them in what we call a. PCR pool. The PCR pool is to be used in

emergencies Bnd also when Bn individual has exhausted all other means

of finding a PCR, they can call this office, they can get some names g«f
people to interview, people who have been through this process

JEs I was going to ask about emergency back up

Ves. We have a 24 hour service. If somebody phones we can get
somebody for them at least that morning. Then what «.ue do is follow

up, one of the staff will call Bnd say, what is the problem, what times

do you need Bn attendant. They will look through the pool, if they
can't find anybody there, they will try to hook up with somebody in the

community to provide some interim coverage unti I it is sorted out and

they find a. permanent attendant. The one flaw in the pool is that
there is now a strong feeling among the membership Bnd some staff too

that we really ought to have a formal PCR training programme, we ought
to have some kind of basic training, so that when we have 18 new people
come in, students for example, say I want to do PCR work, «.ue ought to
be b!o 1e to pr-ov ide a structured basic training programme for those

attendants. So regardless o-f what kind of disability disabled person

they BnB r-B-^Brr-Bd to, they do have basic kinds of knowledge of what PCf\
work is, rather than just going in cold to try it out. Another thing
the staff is going to put together this year, which I am excited about.

^
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is a little travelling kit, which ha.s a ba.sic training programme for

PCAs on slide show type thing. If you were living in the community

Bnd you had the sbxhb attendant for six months or a year, you might need

a. little refresher as to how to hire and train a new attendant. What

you would do is just borrow this kit from BCIL and show it to yourself,

show the slide show. Something might come up as to really just a

profo Iem Brmea, trBnsfers, some technig.ues you m ight have f orgo11en

JEs The problem is that each disabled pBr-son is so different. Do

you find that people tend to have more than one PCA at the same time

Ves. I think they have to. An attendant is like Bny other job.

First of all it is Bn intensive relationship, not like a boss and a

secretany. This is a. ^Bry personal and intense relationship,

everything gets involved in it, what kind of food you eat, what time

you get up in the morning, what time you go to bed at night, the way

you BnB handled personally, the way your body is handled. It is ^JBry
i..h»p«./ personal and intense. All the things you might expect come up in

that relationship, what people like and don't like about each other,

just in ondinBny course of events, let alone when there is one person

^s^ taking care of another. So it is just unrealistic to assume that Bny
individual can carry on that kind of activity for five hours a dBy.r

seven days a. week, week after week. It is just not going to happen.

The people who arrange their attendant cane the best BnB people who

have two or three attendants, Bnd people who also do some careful

planning as far as resident care is available. In other words, having

somebody, a relative or whoever come in for a week or two at a time, so

the attendant can have a little break now and then. It is definitely

vital. Most people now do have different attendants on weekends than

they use during the week

JEs Or different morning Bnd evening attendants

That is right

-JEs Hou.t much of the counselling here is peer counselling, Bnd how

much is done by professionals

Well, it is hard to break that down. We have had the same peer

^m^ counsellors now for well over a year. Right now I would say 78 or 88K
of the counselling that is offered can be delivered by peers. Wow at
Bny point in time, it may be that peers can only do so much, it may be
that the nurse or OT has to come in and provide some sort of

instruction. There Br-B also some areas of training where it is

important that the medical staff, as u.«e call them, the nurses Bnd OTs
become involved because, again, it is a. regulatory problem, some of the

services simply cannot be reimbursed unless the nurse signs, so there
Br-B some things with which they have to become involved. In the

transitional programme I would say the nurse probably provides 25 or

38J2 of the counselling, and the rest is provided by peers. It is more

Bnd more coming towards a peer situation, right now I think the

percentage is pr-BpondBr-Bni:-

JEs Do you have regular decision making meetings

Peter is the director of programme operation. We have a. situation ivi
which each programme has a programme director, somebody responsible for
that area of activity. He meets with those programme directors on a

regular- basis, so he keeps track on that one. then BK^Bry month we
have what we call a Cabinet Meeting, where all the programme directors

Bnd Peter meet with me Bnd with the fiscal officer, Bnd at that time u.«e

adjust agency issues, problems which programmes may be having with each
other, or even solutions where each programme might play a role, and «.ue
discuss those on a monthly basis. And, of course, in Bn agency like
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this there Br-B alwys the dai ly situations that come up. What we try
to do is structure the agency so that there is open access, if somebody

has a problem they can come in here and discuss it, rather than

scheduling Bn appointment or calling me on the telephone. In an

agency like this, with this kind of population, it is ^Bry important to

have Bn open system of administration

JEs Vou have a. staff of about 68. what is the ratio of disabled and

non disab led

Of the 68, 38 BnB pretty much pant time people who BnB living with some

form of attendant care in a. structured programme, so I don't think I

would really count them. But in terms of the rest of the population,

about 48°. BnB disabled, and the majority of people «.uho work here in the

core administrative staff BnB disabled. We have adopted and pursued a.

policy of preferential hiring, no bones about it. If we ha.ve a. job

opening, we write the job description and we send it out to our

m e m b e r s h ip f ir s t, Bnd t h e y h a.v e first r e f u s a I o n t h e j o b» If Bny
disabled person who is in our membership thinks they can do the job,

they come and get Bn interview right away. In the second round, after

\^J that is through, u.«e do have a. policy where u.»e send the information out
to other agencies that serve disabled people, and again, if a disabled

P e r s o n t h in k s t h e y Bne g.ua Iif ie d , they g e t p refer e n t ia I t r e atm e n t. S o

the trend is towards really giving the agency a .... with regard to

disabled people, and that is the way it should foe

JEs Budgeting often seems to be a weakness with CILs

I have not been to Berkeley, they have done some things as good a^ they

can be done, yet I guess as a practitioner I have some problems, taut in

order to really do justice to those problems I would have to go out Bnd
see for myself what is going on. Finances was our major problem.
When I started here in 78 the CIL was bankrupt, they not only did not

have Bny money, but they owed $16,888 that they did not have. So,

certai n ly , one of my f irst pn i or it ies a3 d irector was to f ind sources

of revenue which could make up that deficit. ............ various

people come Bnd have a. discussion about transporting John's luggage
..««...».. We also drummed up business with the agency that serves

blind people, visually impaired people, Bnd we also went to the private
'^w' sector and asked for foundation grants, Bnd other agencies, to get some

money from them. That was really what pulled us out of the hole.

Now wb BnB kind of on a. pay as you go basis. One big flaw in most of
the newer programmes that BnB starting right now in the United States,
they rely on a single source of funding for their existence, and that
•is Title 7, IL programmes, Bnd that is almost asking for disaster,
because if they cannot use that money over the short three years period
for which it is available, and find other sources of income to replace
and supplement that, then God knows what is going to happen. Vou Br-B
only going to be able to do so much. The other basic flaw in the way
most IL programmes structure themselves is that, the way our government
works is that it pays you money only after you have provided a
service,and in business terms that may make a lot of sense.

But if you were starting a business for example, you would probably
draw your own assets together Bnd others who wanted to share in this

venture with you, Bnd you would put together a proposal of some kind to

sell stock, approach a bank, Bnd borrow a sufficient amount of money,

so you could establish this business. Well, non profit service

provider organisations can't do that because they have no collateral,
we bx"'B not going to produce clocks or carpets or anything else, we BnB
trying to help people, Bnd that is not a definable product, it is not

something banks will use b& collateral. So these smaller agencies,

the ones that Br-B starting right now, are starting with no money Bnd

they BnB only being paid for what they do after they do it, Bnd you can
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imagine the negative factors. One of the things I always make it a
point to mention is to foe sure you have some source of funding that can
help yu establish whatever it is yu want to get into, help yu hire the
qualified staff, pay for your office expenses, and so forth, because
without that you will constantly be in a hole and trying to dig
yourself out, the more you dig yourself out, the deeper you find
yourself in. That was the problem of the Boston Centre. If we had

been Bny bigger than ».ue were, with only 38 people, u.«e would have
definitely gone out of business. Those 38 people would have run out

of services, and the 288 that came after them would have received
nothing. So, thank God it did not happen that way, but a. lot of
planning up front is required before you start Bny enterprise, whether

it is a. private business venture, or something even more important,

like what we BnB doing. Vou have got to have money.

JEs It seems directors of CILs spend 88ft of their time trying to get

fund raising sorted out, particularly now

One advantage IL has, and I don't know., it has been 20 yBBns since I

have been to England, just the ^JBry concept of independence goes hand

{^s in glove with the culture of Rmerica. It is, in fact, a saleable
product in the right circles. What you have to do, it may foe
repugnant to some extent, is figure out how to package Bnd sell it to

people who have money, so they will give you money, rather than

somebody else. that can be done, like I say, some aspects of it may be

distasteful, Bnd if your goal is survival Bnd growth and quality

services, you find a way to do it with as much taste and class as

poss ible

•JE» The systems BnB K^Bny different, taut you have still got to sell it

END
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